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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Coaches' associations are organizations in which men of the
coaching profession can band together for a conation cause to seek
improvement and maintenance of high standards in the coaching
field.

In a typical American fashion coaches organize themselves

into groups because it is apparent that in "unity there is strength.

Historical Background and Needs
The coach and the school administrator cannot be divorced
in seeking up-to-date solutions to the problems that exist in the
athletic field.

The coach, whether by choice or necessity, is a

standard bearer in the eternal crusade for better athletic pro
grams in the United States, however, he does not stand or act
alone.

The master strategy for an athletic program is summed

up in the one word co-operation.

This means co-operation with

all forces that deal with the problems of athletics.

The most

successful single weapon in the m o d e m campaign for better
athletics is the streamlined version of the oldest of truly
democratic institutions— meeting or organization.

The only

logical conclusion would be that the coaches must be organized.
The coaches groups, however organized or formed, must fit into

th© complete educational scheme for the common good of all.
In the management of a school or school system, provision
should be mads for knowledge to flow from wherever it is in the
system to wherever it is needed when it is needed.12 Thus, the
coach must participate in the policy making of education,

he

coaches knowledge is one of the tributaries to the entire educ
ational system.

His knowledge in order to play an important

part in the main stream of education must pick up its momentum
through strong coaches' organizations.

These organizations should

not become so influential that they cause flooded areas in either
the tributary or the main channel, neither should these organ
isations become so valueless as to contribute nothing to the
main stream.

Specialisation is as necessary in coaching as it

is in medicine, but one should studiously avoid trying to "know
more and more about less and less."^
On ths basis of this study it can be assumed that the coaches'
organizations of the states are varied in their amount of contri
bution to the main stream of education.

Son* study of this nature

is necessary to provide information to dam up and control certain
coaches' organizations which endanger the main stream, and add

1

A
Jessie B. Sears, "Analysis of School Administration Controls"
Education Administration and Supervision, Vol. XX (September 1934)
PP. 401-430
2 Nixon and Cozen, Introduction to Physical Education

P.

212
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potency to other coaches' organisations which fail to add their
just weight,

A study of all coaches' organisations in the

United States should be of assistance in determining more nearly
what contribution the ideal organisation should make.
Athletics and physical education are so closely related to
one another that it is difficult to speak of one without speak
ing of the other,

labile it is true that a coach of an athletic

team generally has physical education as a part of his work, he
may not necessarily be directly connected with physical education.
But even if a coach has no direct relation with physical educ
ation, his program of athletics is directly tied up with phy
sical education because they are b y nature much alike.
No branch of education has made more progressive steps in
the last ten or twelve years than has physical education and
athletics.

To observe this trend, it is necessary only to ex

amine the annual proceedings of the several educational soci
eties and of the recently developed American Association of
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, or to notice the
tremendous interest in physical education that has been aroused
not only among school administrators and officers, but among
municipal leaders and Industrial organisations as well.
On the other hand, no other department of education has
received so much public criticism and condemnation as has
athletics and physical education— athletics for vicious abuses,
false standards, confused objectives, and too often, negative

u

values; physical education for inconsequential activities, aim. y f'&'j
lessness, poorly presented and befuddled programs, and sometimes
the lack of any program at all.3

\

As standards become higher and the educational world becomes
'' C Vv
more progressive, the man who does the coaching of athletics has
tried to keep pace.

Because of the very nature of his work this

has been difficult to do.

\
S y
With all due respects to the many fine

coaches of the past, they have found it difficult, if not impossible,
to be accepted as a regular part of the educational system.

The

coach who is constantly called upon to display his students before
the critical eye of the public in athletic contests has been much
misunderstood by those around him.

His true contributions to

education could not be measured in the "win at any cost" theories
which exist in many communities throughout the country.
The "win at any cost" theories of athletic contests as
created by the public with their devastating results have forced
coaches into organization for self protection.

An organization

of self protection can not always be justified by the contri
butions it makes, and further study is needed.

That the coach

should have an organization to promote his knowledge into the
educational stream cannot be denied.
The needs of a coaches' association and its accomplishments

^ Granville B. Johnson, The

Hew

Physical Education

P.l
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In the state of North Dakota have been the motivating
this research.

force

for

As secretary and treasurer of the North Dakota

Coaches1 Association for four years the writer has been in a
position to see the state organisation's many m o d s .

Organ

ization and functions of coaches' associations throughout the
V TV VUnited States are compiled in this study to present an overview
of the present types now functioning.

Ths problem i3 to indicate

individual points of strength, as well as individual points of
^
■J :I P
weakness, A study of this nature should iresent suggestions
for improving existing organisations and valuable hints for the *v
new coaches' associations yet to be formed.
To gather information from existing coaches' associations
and present it in a paper that will be beneficial to the formation,
and strengthing of existing organizations is the real problem
of this study.

It is hoped that the material found in this

thesis may be of assistance to any group of coaches engaged in
organising a state coaches' association or in making revisions
of i >lea and regulations now functioning in a present organ
ization.

Purpose of This Study
This survey of the coaches' organizations in the various
states In the United States was conducted to gather information
as a guide for better planning of more active and effective
coaches' associations throughout the oountry.

The material of

this survey, tabulated and built around fST11* laaJor fields of

I'

.u V

\
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interest, covers most of the Items of concern in the organization
and administration of state coaches’ associations.

Specifically

the purposes were tos
1.

Determine the number, type, and functions of the coaches'

association in each state.
2.

Determine the organization, and administrative setup

of the coaches' association in each state.
3.

Obtain suggestions for improvements needed from coaches'

association authorities.
4.

Determine trends which ray be helpful in standardizing

coaches' organizations in a way that might bidng more unity and
understanding among coaches of the entire nation, thus elevat
ing them to their proper level in the education profession.

Review of Coach in;.- Developments
The development of inter-scholastic coaching among high schools
is of comparatively recent origin, nearly all of its growth having
taken place during the last quarter century.

The early contests

were almost exclusively athletic or forensic in character, organized
and sponsored largely b y the pupils themselves, and conducted with
very limited coaching.

Scholarship standards, age, and attendance

records were not considered prerequisites to participation} regulat
ions were conspicuous b y their absence.

As the contest idea spread

along with the desire-to-win complex thevc naturally resulted many
bad practices which largely nullified the idea of fair competition.

7

Criticism became so cwranon that many school boards ruled against
athletic contests especially those of inter-schoi istic nature.
Pour steps marking the development of sports in American
secondary schools for which the coach of today is largely respon
sible are: 4

A

1.

group of boys on their own initiative organized a

team composed of the ablest players, regardless of whether or
not they were actual members of the school.

This team bore the

name of the school, at least a a y from home.
2.
team.

A member of the faculty was appointed sponsor of the
This second stage was brought about because the necessity

for such a sponsor arose from the fact that occasionally a brawl
of some kind would develop which would require that the school
take part in the settling of such disputes to protect its good
name.

At this stage a coach was often brought in from the out

side to develop the team.
3.

The school awakened to the necessity of giving official

attention to school sports and engaged some member of the fac
ulty to develop and supervise this activity.

This stage may

be considered aa the beginning of what ie now known as the coach
ing profession.
4.

Some schools saw the possibilities of developing a real

department of physical education, and in making sports, intra-mural 4

4

Kiamr D. Mitchell, Introduction to Intramural Sports

4-15

and

iAtsivachoXasttc, a part of a real educational nrogrsuR.

the birth of thi*

n&>; philosophy

Witb

of rijyslcal education can© the

trcRsend-axa need for associations of nan interested with this
hl$*ly roeelallced work.
Moot coaches* aesocistione grew up between the time when
pupils played surreptitiously and hhe later Aevedorsejent of real
programs of physical education,

Realising the man

possibilities

for phyeio&i and social values of athletic activities, school
wen took action to rwaedy the evils by organising nearby scho Is
into grourm or leagues,

mA

providing a definite set

of

rules

and regulations which all © ntecba were to be conducted,

-.'he

aove«iM*fc natural!, ' spread raoidLy, making necessary the state
coaches' associations and state leagues whose function

whs

the

supervision and control of lntsv-eehol, stie contents.
Today these contests have become an :l«pprtant phase of
secondary education,

tele extensive prograa of athletics has

produced many baffling 'irohlsms for school coaches, re uiring a
large share of their that and effort la their solution.

The

fact that these athletic contests are new a proainarst part of
the recognised life of nearly every school will be regarded
as sufficient evidence 4-u ** «"*- *»lv are the activities thsaa»
selves fully justified, but th© organisation of the men res -.onsible for the activities is Imperative*
Quite naturally the early attempts at forming coaehing
associations fell far abort ef the enpeeted growth of the rove-

ment.

New situations developed, new activities entered the field,

the number of schools involved increased at a startling rate,
compelling many states to reorganise or to revise the organi
zation to meet existing needs.

In most states the sizes of ths

school vary greatly, and in many states geographical barriers,
and lack of finances handicapped the growth of coaches' organ
izations •

In several states organizations embraced coaches of

all different sports into one organization.

In other states

different coaches' associations were formed to include only
coaches of one particular sport.
*

Limitations and Scope of the Study
Since the secondary schools in every state in the union are
engaged in inter-scholastic activities and they do employ coaches,
this survey would not be complete unless it covered a great ma
jority of the states in the nation.

An attempt toward a hundred

per cent coverage was made, but owing to the fact that some states
have no coaohes* associations, and others have such poorly or
ganized coaches' associations it has been impossible to make
this report cover details of every state.

However some data

can be found which pertains to every state.
There have been no surveys of this nature so far as the
writer has been able to find, and so without any help from the
library the material had to be gathered and tabulated as the
information was mads available from the various state coaches'

associations.

In order to receive the information necessary

for this paper two separate kinds of questionnaires had to be
sent out.

The first or simple questionnaire letter had to be

sent to each state educational department to get information
so that the second or detailed questionnaire could be sent to
the proper authorities.

A copy of the letter written to the

state educational departments may be found in appendix WA W .
The detailed questionnaire is found in appendix "B"*
The letter directed to each state educational department
was then followed by the detailed questionnaire which was sent
to officers of the various state coaches' associations.

Since

a number of states do not have this organization the background
of this survey is based on data contributed by those states
that do. and those states from which the writer succeeded in
getting information.

States cooperating in this survey may be

seen by looking at Table I page eleven.

Method of Procedure
In order to get information about coaches* organizations
in the various states in the United States, a letter was sent
to the state department in each of forty seven states.
mation was avialable for North Dakota.

Infor

The main object of

this letter was to obtain the names of the various officers
within the given states so that a more detailed questionnaire
could be sent to the individuals who could give the information

TABLE I
STATES WHICH RETURNED LETTERS AND QUESTIONNAIRES
States

Alabama

Preliminary letter

Questionnaire
IT

Arizona
X
X
X
Arkansas
California
X
X
Colorado
X
X
Connecticut
X
X
X
X
Delaware
Florida
X
X
Georgia
X
X
Idaho
X
X
Illinois
X
X
Indiana
X
X
Iowa
X
Kansas
X
X
Kentucky
X
X
Louisiana
X
X
Mains
X
X
Maryland
X
Massachusetts
X
X
Michigan
X
X
Minnesota
X
Mississippi
X
Missouri
X
X
Montana
X
Nebraska
X
X
Nevada
X
New Hanmahiro
X
X
New Jersey
X
New Mexico
X
X
New York
X
X
North Carolina
X
X
North Dakota
Information already availiable
X
Ohio
X
Oklahoma
X
X
Oregon
X
X
Pennsylvania
X
X
Rhode Island
X
X
South Dakota
X
X
South Carolina
X
X
Tennessee
X
Texas
X
X
Utah
X
X
Vermont
X
X
Virginia
X
Washington
X
X
X
West Virginia
X
Wisconsin
X
X
Wycrinc
X
_____________ lotjl^tates______ & ___________ ______26____________

needed for this study.

It was felt that because a few states

night not have coaches' organisations that possibly this would be
the only one on file, thus the following questions were askedt
1.

Do you have a state coaches' association in your state?

2.

If you have a state coaches* association is it independ

ent or is it affiliated with another organization?
3*

If it is affiliated with another organization can you

tell me with which organization it is affiliated?
This letter brought surprising results as t he information
was returned by all of the forty-seven states contacted.

As

was previously mentioned information was already available from
North Dakota.

In order to get the facts only four state educ

ation departments had to be recontacted.
After receiving a list of officers as reported by the letter
a more detailed questionnaire was sent to the state officers.
'lien the preliminary letter included the names of several officers,
at least two individuals in each state were contacted.

In most

cases the returns were very well completed with much additional
information in the form of letters, constitutions, minutes, ad
vertising literature, and publications.

Eleven letters showed

that the states had no coaches' associations; therefore no further
questionnaire was sent except in two cases, Iowa aid Wyoming,
where men were listed as further sources of information.

Some

difficulty was encountered with the detailed questionnaire be
cause of a change of officers.

California, for instance does

13

/
not have one state coaches' association but it has several in different
sections of the state.

Despite problems, the returns were gratifying

as they present a fairly accurate picture of the methods of organ
isation used by the coaches; the contributions of the organization
to the coaches, and the suggested improvements.

Definition of Terms
Many terms will of necessity have to be referred to a number
of times in the study, and they should be understood by the reader
in order to comprehend and get the real value of the investigation.
The following terms are listed to aid 1he reader better to understand
this

thesis.
AAHPER— These letters stand for the American Association of
Health, Physical

education , and Recreation.

The

abbreviation is used often as this organization is a
part of the National Education Association which has
as its members, people working in health, physical
education, and recreation.

This division of the National

Education Association would naturally include the

ath

letic coaches of ftie various states as it embodies an
athletic section.
National Federation 0f the State High School Athletic
Associations^— -All states except the states of North
Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, and Texas

5 Charles

\ Forsythe,

dministration of High School Athletics P. 10

belong to tha National

'©deration of the Stats High School

Athletic Associations and each state has what is called
a State League,

This is made up largely of administra

tors of schools in each oarticular state, who have as
their function the promotion and functions of various
school activities.

Coaches in all states that have

leagues are obligated to follow rules and regulations
as set up by this body.
Clinics— A gathering of coaches to improve the technique of
coaching a particular sport through lectures, demonstrat
ions, or participation in the sport.

Officials’ clinics

may use the same method for improving officiating,
All-3tar-Gares— In certain states outstanding athletes are
chosen to participate in what is called an All-StarGame.

Vhese games generally ccmeat the end of the re

gular season or are held in the summer as a find rais
ing project as well as for spectator enjoyment.

Many

of the coaches’ associations use the All- tar-Oame to
finance their organization.
Active Meaabers— Only such coaches shall be eligible for active
membership as are actively engaged in the profession of
athletic coaching in the high schools of the state.
Allied Members— Any individual who has been a member but has
withdrawn from the profession may be eligible for this
classification in many state organizations.

Honorary Members— -Honorary members are those who ars not
actively engaged in the coaching profession but are
elected to the membership at the pleasure of the associ
ation »

CHAPTER

II

NUMBER, TT-ES AND FUNCTIONS OF COACHES* ASSOCIATIONS

After making an analysis of the Information received the
states were divided into three categories i
Class I.

States with no known state-wide coaches' association*

Class II* States with independent coaches' associations*
Class III* States with coaches' associations known to be
affiliated with the state associations of Health, Physical Ed
ucation and Recreation*
The nature of the coaches' organizations, the details of
their formation, and their functions made it rather difficult
to classify them into each of the above divisions.

Class I are

the states listed as having no state-wide coaches* associations
by the state educational departments of the respective states*
Class II and III are listed in their particular category because
officers of these state coaches' organisations indicated such
classification*

Readers should remember that the organizations

of coaches throughout the country are of such variety that it is
doubtful if any two associations are exactly alike.

Although

there were handicaps encountered in placing eaoh state in its
uroper classification, nevor-the-lesa, this type of arrangement
seems desirable for discussion purposes*

With this in mind

these three classifications will be referred to often throughout
this study*

Number
In discussing the number of coaches' associations found in
the United States the problem can best be introduced by mentioning
Class I first.

There are eleven states in the United States that

are classified as having no state-wide coaches' association.
states are grouped in Table I.

Nearly twenty-three per cent of the

states are represented in this group.

TABLE II
STATES HAVING NO KNOWN STATE-WIDE COACHES' ASSOCIATION
State
Arkansas
Iowa
Maryland
Michigan
Mississippi
Missouri
Nevada
New Jersey
Tennessee
Virginia
Wyoming

These

. oath Central
North Central
East Central
North Central
South Central
South central
Rocky Mountain
East Central
South Central
East Central
Rocky Mountain

Total states— 'll
“ercent of states— 23

Possibly those states do have local coaches' organisations,
but they are not listed as state-wide in scope*

Table II shows

that four states in the South Central, two in the Rocky Mountain,
two in the North Central, and three in the Fast Central areas
are without state organizations*

Apparently geographical location

has little or no bearing as these states appear to be scattered
throughout the country.

The only sections of the country not

represented are the New England and the Western states*
Thirty-four states are listed as having Independent coaches'
associations, Table III, page 19.

This type of association seems to

be far the most popular as it represents over seventy per cent of
the states*

Although these states have been listed as having

independent coaches' associations it does not follow that these
organizations are all exactly the same*

The questionnaires show

that the variety of organizations found are nearly as numerous
as the number of the statee named*

Chapter III gives details on

the various types of organizations*
Table III shows according to geograohieal locations, six states
in the Rocky Mountain area, three in the Southeast, six in the
Mew

ngland, six in the North Central, three in the South Central,

four in the East Central, three in the Midwest, and three in the
Far West are organized on a state basis*

Although the geographical

comparisons do not chow any outstanding predominance in any area,
it is interesting to note that all three far western sea board

19

states have independent associations*

Of the thirty-four states in this

group Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, and Montana claim eery close con
nection with their res active state high school leagues.

TABLE I H
INDEPENDENT STATE COACHES* ASSOCIATIONS LISTED PI STATE3

State
Alabama
Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Montana
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Mexico
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Washington
West Virginia

Geographical Position
Southeast
Rocky Mountain
West
Rocky Mountain
New England
New England
Southeast
Southeast
Rocky Mountain
North Central
North Central
Midwest
South Central
South Central
New England
North ^antral
Rocky Mountain
Midwest
New England
Rocky Mountain
East Central
North Central
Midwest
Vest
East Central
New ngland
East Central
North Central
South Central
Rocky Mountain
New -'ngland
Vest
East Central
North Central

___________ Liggapifl...________
Total states— 34
Percent of states— 70

Thera are three states, as shown in Table IV, which have
the affiliated type of coaches* association.

These three state

coaches* associations are affiliated with the state Health
hysical Education and Recreation association.
'hysical

Each state Health

ducation and Recreation Association in turn is a part

of the national organisation known as the American Association
of Health

hysical Education and Recreation.

Since their activities

are somewhat regulated by a superior body they are placed in a
separate classification.

Two of these states are located in the

northeastern part of this country, while the other one is located
in the north central part.

Geographical location seems to play

no part in the location of this type of organisation which seems
to be the least popular at the present tins as less than seven
per cent of the states are included.

TABLE IV

STATES HAVING COACHES* ASSOCIATIONS KNCWN TO BE AFFILIATED
WITH THE HEALTH 'HYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION ASSOCIATION

Geographical Position

State
fcaine
New York
North Dakota

New England
New England
North Central

Total states— 3
Per cent of states— 7

12222
The investigation of the types of coaches1 associations found
throughout the United States reveals a great variety of details*
Despite this, the general objectives and mechanisms of the or
ganization apnear to be qui'e similar in nature.

This is true

whether the organisations are local, or whether they are state
wide.

The coaches of this country appear to be seeking the same

educational goals even though the outward appearances of their
methods seem different.

This paper will attempt of point out,

In general, the attempts roaches are making to fit themselves into
the educational field as a whole.
While it has been pointed out that eleven states do not have
state-wide coaches' associations (Table II) it must be remembered
that all of them do have local coaches' groups.

Mo attempt was

made to get information about these organizations, but it would
be unfair to think that they do not influence athletics
own location.

n their

It is piesifele that whether a coaches* association

is local or state-wide in extent that the frarewor* and structure
would be nearly the same,

ven though this paper discusses only

state-wide coaches' associations it is in reality mentioning
things that could be applied to local organizations,

With this

in mind the eleven states without a state-wide organization will
be referred to only occasionally in the continuation of this
report.

In order to understand the types of coaches1 organizations
now functioning in the United States the simplest wa y to explain
them is to discuss them under two classifications,
1*

Parallel— The parallel type of coaches1 association is

broad in scope.

Ail coaches within a given state approve members

of the same organization regardless of the sport directed.

Thus

a state would have only one organizationj for example, track,
basketball, and football coaches would all belong to the same
organisation,
2,

Vertical— The vertical type is more narrow, having a

separate state-wide coaches' association for each sport coached;
for example, track, basketball, and football coaches would each
have a state-wide organization.
Most states have independent coaches' associations and
naturally there are examples of both the parallel and the vertical
types.

Thirty-one of the thirty-four states having independent

organizations have the parallel type of organization.

It is not

surprising to find that this kind of organization prevails because
in man:' school systems one man coaches several or all sports.
The states of Ohio, Oklahoma, and Rhode Island are organized
on the vertical plan.

Information available shows that this type

of organization operates with handicaps.

For instance the state

of Ohio has a very active state football association, but a very
Inactive basketball association.

The state of Oklahoma has a
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separate organisation for track and wrestling,

Rhode Island has

separate organisations for baseball, track, and football coaches.
It le reasonable to believe that this type o f organisation night
work out aoat satisfactorily in snail states like Rhode Island
where the distance factor is not a problem,

1

choice of type o f organization to be used within a state

rust be node within each state itself, as each has its own
leras along with the difference 3 in geogra M e a l features.

robThe

decision should be influenced b y which of the two types will
be the most influential In the educational world.

At the present

tine the parallel type is b y far the m o m popular.
The parallel type of organization is used in all the states
with the affiliated type of coaches* association.

As was previously

pointed out affiliated coaches* associations belong to the state
associations of the Health,

’hysical Education and Recreation

which have athletic sections to saset the needs of coaches.

It

would be logical to assure that the affiliated associations
would be bast suited to the parallel type of organisation.

All

information available seesied to bear this out.

The most potent factor in the development of athletic activity
should be tie coaches* organisations as the coaches are at the
grass roots o f athletics.

In order to develop the proper

philosophy and to perfexra the necessary functions the coaches*

organizations m a t have definite alms and objectives*

The

following purposes are taken from the constitutions of the
various states reporting and represent a cross section of
general purposes advanced by their groups:
1*

To dignify the coaching profession*

2,

To secure a better understanding of the problems of

coaches and to

lace at the disposal of coaches authentic inform

ation.
3*

To endeavor to improve athletic activity b y aiding coaches

in securing a more thorough knowledge.
4*

To create better relationships between schools*

5*

To maintain an active nmfcership which shall be repre

sentative of all sections of the state*
6.

To promote good fellowship and social contacts among

coaches.
7*

To promote constructive discussion and the dissemination

of information relative to inter-school games and their general
welfare*
8,

To maintain the inter-school athletic program in its

proper relationshop to the education program*
9*

To maintain and improve the standards of good sports

manship*
10*

To enhance prestige among other organized professional

groups.
The strength of any state organisation is largely determined
b y the activities of its local units.

Thus if a state coaches'
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organization ia to function properly it must bo divided into active
local wilts*

Conditions within the states would determine the

best method for division*

Local organisations are a fertile place

for most of the coaches* activities with the state organization
acting only as an agency for the coordinating work of all local
associations, and developing and performing activities of a
state-wide nature.

Trying to maintain a strong state coaches’

association (except in small states like Rhode Island and Delaware)
without strong local organisations is like building a large house
without a strong foundation.

In discussing ths functions of

coaches' associations no attempt will be made to differentiate
between local and state activities*
During the course of a school year numerous athletic activities
are carried on.

Many details relative to administering and

conducting these activities must be assumed by both the coaches'
and administrators*

It appears to be the duty of the coaches

to meet and plan such activities.

Over fifty per cent of the

questionnaires shows that meetings conducted to work out these
details, constitutes the most important function of the coaches'
association*

Of course the primary function just mentioned needs

to be supplemented with such incidentals as are common to the
carrying out of any properly conducted meeting.
No group of educators can progress unless they can move
forward in the li$it of the experiences of others In their field.
The coaching clinic appears to be the most commonly used method

of coaching improvement.

The popularity of this method of

coaching improvement can be seen by looking at Table V, page 27.
Twenty-seven of the forty-eight states in the United States have
clinics sponsored either directly or indirectly by the coaches'
associations.

Judging b y the number of clinics held throughout

the country this activity would have to be placed high on the
list of coaches' functions.
The football clinic ie the most popular as it is held in
twenty-six states; basketball clinic ranks a d o s e second being
sponsored in twenty-five states*

Nineteen states have track

clinics; nineteen have baseball clinics, and fifteen have clinics
for officials*

Colorado, Pennsylvania, and Illinois sponsor

wrestling clinics; Massachusetts has a hookey clinic; South
Carolina sponsors a girls' basketball clinic, and the state of
Illinois has a first aid clinic.
The promotion and planning of clinics with all of their
details must certainly be clashed as a function of the coaches'
association.

The greatest amount of work in the setting up

a program of this type would be the planning which involves
a survey of the needs of the group, and then to set it up in
a manner that will take care of this.

Too often the programs

are top heavy and are not balanced with the requisites which
have the most value for the group.

The amount of time and

money required in arranging details for a good clinic often
discourages fine clinic ventures.
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TABLE V
CLINICS SPONSORED B Y STATE COACHES* ASSOCIATIONS
State
Alabama
Arisona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Dakota
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Totals

Football
X
X

Basketball
X
X

Baseball
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

Officials
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
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X

Track

Others

Wrestling

X
X

Wrestling & First Aid

X

Hockey

X
X
X

25___ _12_

Wrestling

19

Girls Basketball

- 1 1 ________§___
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Incorporated in the clinic program should be all the elements
which will stimulate the learning processes*
clinics

are

only lectures*

Too often these

Demonstrations and pictures aided

with lectures and question periods would seem to increase greatly
the learning process*

Coaches like all other groups find It

difficult to get together and a program must offer a great deal In
a short time*

It is a common practice to publicise these programs

b y employing ’‘big name” coaches*

This type of thing has been known

to handicap a program, as often the "big name" coach does not
understand the needs of the group*

He

may,

for example, discuss

problems on a college level before a group of high school coaches*
It is possible, too, that he may totally confuse the audience*
While it is not wrong to use a “big name0 coach on the rprogram,
those entrusted with

program

making should consider not only his

name, but also his ability to instruct*

It is the duty of the

’
-r o gram c o m i t t e e to make available facilities, equipment, and
personnel to aid the speaker In demonstrating and teaching the
tilings he has prepared for his group*
Another function of

many

of publishing a newsletter.

of the coaches* associations is that
From the information gathered coaches

feel that the newsletter is one of the best methods of imparting
knowledge to its members,
able time and expense.

butting out

&

newsletter involves consider

Often It Is difficult to get information

from schools which is so vital to the progress of the coaching
profession*

States without salaried secretaries are handicapped

in this important function.

This study shows that several states

edit newsletters and also that they consider them a very important
influence in their success.
states.

Table VI presents a list of these

It is possible that other states not listed have pub

lications of one kind or another, but the questionnairee do not
indicate such.

The state of Washington publishes a very fine

coaches' magazine.

TABLE VI
STATES IN WHICH COACH-3* ASSOCIATIONS EDIT NEWSLETTERS

States

States

"'Georgia
Illinois
Kansas
Louisiana___________

injm'sstifc
Nebraska
Texas
-^Washington____________

Total states— B
r'er cent of stales— 16
* Magazine

At the present time many state coaches' associations promote
all-star games.

This survey discovered that there are two fields

of thought relative to the promotion of all-star games.

There

are those who feel that the all-star games are detrimental to the
welfare of athletics, and there are those who feel that the allstar games promote competition that aids athletic progress.*

^ Carl A. Troester Jr. w Competitive Athletics, M Bulletin of
the National Association of Secondary School Principals, B u i .36
(F% r u a r y 1952) PP. 53-56

ven though all-star games are a highly contreversal subject among
the coaches of the country* never-the-less* they are promoted in
sixteen states.

Table VII lists the states where all-star games

are being held.

With two exceptions, Wisconsin and Ohio, the

all-star games are concentrated in two definite sections of the
country— the southeastern part of the United States and the
Rocky Mountain area extending as far southeast as Louisiana and
as far north as Washington,

football seems to be the most popular

type of all-star game as it is played in forty-seven per cent of
the states having independent coaches1 associations.

The highly

TABLE VII
STATE COACHES* ASSOCIATIONS PROMOTING ALL-STAR GAMES

state
Alabama
Arizona
Colorado
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Louisiana
New Mexico
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
South Carolina
Texas
Utah
Washington
Wisconsin
Totals

Football
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
IS“

Type of Snort
Basketball

Eassball

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

10

1
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controvwrsal all-star game is considered an excellent money-maker,
-aul Young, president of the Oklahoma State Coaches* Association,
states that their treasury has a $12,000.- surplus which is largely
the result of their all-star football game.
The coaches' association is a valuable asset in the proimotion
of social activities among its membership.

Even if coaches'

associations were considered only from the standpoint of their
social contributions this study reveals enough evidence to justify
their existence.

They contribute better relationship, promote

good fellowship, and create a more active membership.

It is im

possible to mention the details of the activities used to promote
better social relations among coachesj however the study does
show a few interesting activities worthy of mention.

The state

of Washington has a successful coaches golf tournament each year.
In the state of California the "Helms Athletic Foundation" has
made available a beautiful plaque on which the names of retiring
coaches are inscribed each year.

Florida does considerable public

relation work with members of the Legislative Council of the
Florida High School Athletic Association.

They invite council

members to meetings, dinners, and social functions.

t

CHAPTER III

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The organisation and administration of the coaches' organ
izations of the United States are best understood b y studying a
good cross section of their constitutions*

Since the previous

chapter pointed out the number, types, and functions of the coaches'
organizations, this chapter points out the machinery, the
organization, and the administration needed to get the desired
results*
available*

Constitutions from the states see (Table 711$ are
The evidence revealed by these constitutions plus

the information from the questionnaires serve as a basis for this
chapter*

TABLE Till
STATE CONSTITUTI ONS AVAILABLE FOR STUDY

State
Florida
Illinois
Louisiana
New Hampshire
Nebraska
Minnesota
Texas
____________ Utah_______________________

Geographical
Location
South East
North Central
South Central
New England
Midwest
North Central
South Central
Rocky Mountain

The eight state constitutions used in this portion of the
study are the only ones available, but should serve as & good
sampling because of their wide range in locations*

An analysis

of this type should be helpful in understanding the methods used
b y the coaches in furthering their profession.

To those interested

in this problem it will be necessary to bear in mind that the
ultimate goals of each association appear similar, but the methods
used to accomplish them very in detail.

An attempt is wade to

develop a basis which would enable ono to see the methods and
procedures now need by the coaches' associations to organise properly
and administer themselves.

Dr. Sargent said in 1593

"First choose the result you wish to accomplish, then choose
the activities, the techniques, the materials, and the methods
which will best accomplish that result,M
This is as true today as it was in 1S93.

The coaches should

bend their professional energies to clarifying their ultimate
goal, their reason for existence in the pattern of total education.
When they have clearly defined their fundamental and ultimate
objectives then the decisions concerning which of the many specifies
to be used in the constitutions can bs made with ease.

The

constitutions and by-laws of coaches' associations are all based
upon the same fundamental principles.

The associations are

H e a n o r e Methony, "A Directive from History*1, Journal of the
American Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
XX (October, 1949) P. 550
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unaminous in agreement as to objectives to be attained*
points have been mentioned and discussed.

These

The differences are

found only in methods of applications, sponsorship, and detail*

2
A composite constitution and by-laws," no exact duplicate
of which may be found in any state, but which embodies the principles
of administration, rules, and regulations as fo n d in this survey,
most commonly used, follows in this report*

This chapter contains

such a hypothetical set-up for a state organization*

It is

resented,

however, not with the idea that it could be adapted in Its entirety
as given for any particular state*
Density of population, geographical features of a state,
concentration of great masses of population in a few large cities,
and other factors require special provisions to meet particular
situations.

If this composite constitution and by-laws can be

of assistance to state planning reorganization b y suggesting or
revising fundamentals now to be the general rule, its purpose
will have been attained*

Division

As has been pointed out earlier any state organisation is

%,eRoy Wesley Beam, "A Survey of State Organizations for the
Supervision and Control of Secondary School Interscholastic Athletic
Contests" * Ch* 17*
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largely determined by the activities of its local units*

Thus it

is necessary if a state coaches* organisation is to function
properly that it be divided into active local units*

The local

units seem to function best if they are cemented together with
natural competition developed b y state athletic districts, local
leagues, or other natural divisions*

That the states vary greatly

in the number of local divisions can be seen b y referring to Table
DC*

The states listed in Table IX show that a great variety of

local divisions are to be found within the states*

California

TABLE IX
LOCAL

DIVISION OP COACHES* ASSOCIATIONS WITHIN STATES

States
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Kansas
Louisiana
Minnesota
Nebraska
Ohio
Oregon
Rhode Island
Texas
Washington

Number
5
7
• e•
2
2
12
6
1
32
6
16
•••e
1
S
2

Local Divisions
Districts
Districts
Several Separate
Associations
Same as Colorado Education
Association
Separate Associations
Districts
Districts
Statewide
Districts
Districts
Districts
Local Leagues
Statewide
Regions
Divisions

for Instance doe* not have a state vide association although
its association is called "The California Coaches' Association"•
Thus far only the southern section is fully organized*

The

southern section is further divided into seven units, each unit
organized as closely as possible to conform to local athletic
leagues.

One of these units includes only ths I^os Angeles city

schools of which there are approximately forty institutions*

The

number of local organizations in Oregon is determined by the
number of leagues and of course it would change from time to time*
Thus it can be seen that local divisions are dependent upon
conditions within each state*

iiarobership
In all the constitutions examined, except three, there are
listed three common types of memberships, active, associate,
and honorary.

The active meiubarshi ■ is made up of coaches who

are now actively engaged in high school coaching within the
state and whose school is now a recognized member of the high
school league*

Active members are always eligible to vote*

The

associate membership or allied membership, as it is sometimes
called, consists of memberships of those now actively engaged
In coaching college athletics*

In some states former active

members who are no longer actively engaged in or directly
associated with the coaching profession can become associate

members*

In all cases the associate members can attend meetings

and enjoy other privileges the came as active members except they
are generally not given the right to vote.

The honorary member

ship is usually made up of those elected b y the active members.
Most constitutions call for a tiro-thirds vote of the active members
present at a meeting.

The honorary members enjoy all privileges

except the right to vote.
The state of Louisiana does not make any distinction in Its
membership.

It merely states that every high school coach is

eligible to the organization*

Texas has oily active and honorary

members.
In most states each applicant for membership shall sign an
application blank, stating his desire and intention to become a
member of the organisation.

He shall agree to advance, in every

reasonable manner, the best interests, ideals and purposes of the
association, and to accept, as binding upon himself, the constitu
tion and by-laws of the corporation.

He must abide b y the rules

and regulations of members as they may be promulgated from time
to time.

The payment of dues is the final step in membership

%

admittance,

Election of Officers
Most constitutions specify the following officers to be
elected! president, vice-president, and secretary-treasurer.

In some of the states the office of secretary and treasury are
elected separately.

In most cases the officers are elected for

a tern of one year, but this varies within states.

Minnesota

and Illinois each elect two vice-presidents, one of whom becomes
president elect.

In all constitutions studied, the officers are

nominated by a nomination committee with further nominations
permissable from the floor.

Illinois specifies that the ballot

for the election of officers must be written.
In all state constitutions studied the organizations have
governing boards, which are called by different names such as
board of directors, board of control, board of trustees, and
executive board.

These boards vary as to size and power.

They

are most commonly made up of the officers plus other elected or
appointed representatives.

It is apparent from the study that

the number on the board is at least partially determined by the
number of local divisions.

The board is given the power to govern

the organization according to the expressed or implied provisions
in the constitutions.

The only officer which customarily receives

pay for his service is the secretary.

Comiiiittees
The success of any organization is the success with which
the committees function, and the coaches' associations are no
exception.

While some constitutions are very specific in the

number of committees appointed, most of them leave the number
and kind to the discretion of the governing board*

The state

of Nebraska for example calls for the following standing committees:
district representative committee, (one coach from each district);
convention committee; press committee; coaching ethics conrdttee;
basketball, football, track, wrestling, swimming, gymnastics,
baseball, and boxing rules committees; research committee;
tournament committee; visual aids committee; officials committee;
convention displays committee; community relations c o w i t tee,
and social and entertainment committees.

The constitution of

Louisiana makes no mention of committees*

Meetings
The number of meetings held annually varies greatly.

The

geographical features of the state count heavily in determining
the number of meetings feasible.

The number of meetings to be

held are usually stipulated in the constitutions.

Illinois

permits special meetings which can be called b y the president
or b y written request of ten sanbers.

Texas specifies that a

quorum shall consist of the active members present, providing
due notice of the meeting has been given,

VJhile most states

studied describe the location of the meeting place, the Utah
constitution says the annual meeting of members of the association
shall be held at a time and place determined b y the officers.

To understand the number of meetings held in several of the
states see Table X,

Twenty-nino of the states gave information

about their meettrigs and they wore all used in setting un the table

TABLE X
COACHES* ASSOCIATION

&SETISOS H£11) IN

Number of Meetings

State
Alabama
Arizona
California
Colorado
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Kentuclcy
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Mexico
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Washington
West Virginia

Total

VARIOUS STATES

states—

1

2
1
3
2
1
2
3

O

1
2
1
1
2
4
2
1
1
2
3
2
1
1

2
1
1
1
2
1

Fourteen of the states listed held only one annual meeting.
This is the most popular as it is the pattern followed in fortyeight per cent of the states. Ten states or thirty-four per cent
have two annual meetings. Four states have three meetings per
year, and the state of New Mexico holds four meetings per year.
The constitutions of Louisiana, Nebraska, and Texas call for
the following order of business: call to order by president,
reading of the minutes, report of the officers, report of the
committees, unfinished business, new business, and adjournment.
The state of Utah has the same order except that a roll call is

j: l

taken before the reading of the minutes. Regular parliamentary
procedure with a few variations appears to be the method followed
in the meetings held by the coaches* associations,

M
Finances

'

|! \

The activities of any organization are governed largely by
the way in which it is financed. Finances are the life blood
of any organization, and the coaches* associations are ho exceptions.
One of the most important problems confronting the coaches*
•

j \ .

associations is how to get enough money to carry on the activities
which are necessary.
/’

I \

<j

i ] .
Membership dues is the most popular method of obtaining
funds.

See Table XI, page 42, for the amount of dues collected for
II
‘
I |' :
memberships in the various states. Examination of the table

TABLE II

ANNUAL DUES AS CHARGED BY COACHES' ASSOCIATIONS

;i}’ '•. ..

Alabama
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Washington
West Virginia

*

Total States---31

1;

$1.
5.
1.50
1.
1.
3.
3.
1.
3.
.50
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
2.
1.
2.
2.
5.
1.
3.
1.
2.
.25
2.
1.
1.

I:

shows that the dues charged range all the way from twenty-five
cents to five dollars per member*

One dollar dues are the most

popular as twelve states make this charge*

Nine states charge

a two-dollar annual fee, four states charge three dollars and
three states have an annual membership fse of five dollars*
South Dakota has the record of the smallest membership fee
which is twenty-five cents*

Kansas has an annual membership

of fifty cents, while the state of California charges one dollar
and fifty cents*

The state of North Dakota which is not listed

on the table does not require a membership fee to the coaches'
association, but in order to become a member the coach is forced
to become a member of the North Dakota Health, Physical Education
and Recreation Association which charges an annual roeiribership
fes of two dollars*
It is difficult to believe that an active coaches' association
can function on dues alone*

In order to finance the many

activities the dues would have to be so high that it would be
prohibitive for the members*

To supplement the dues the next

popular method of raising money is the promotion of the all-star
games*

Table VII, page 30, shows that sixteen states used this

method of financing*

As was stated in the previous chapter

the all-star game la a highly controversial activity, but its
effectiveness as a money raiser cannot be denied.

Paul Young

of Muskogee, Oklahoma, president of the Oklahoma coaches'

kk

association volunteered the information tliat they have a surplue
of approximately $12,000, in their treasury.^ He says, "VI* finance
our organization vdth our three all-star games} however, baseball
and basketball do not make their way'. Thus it would seem allstar games have great possibilities as financial functions.
The state of Utah is associated with the Elkako Taapl* of
the Shrine in the sponsoring of their all-star games. The Shriners
underwrite the all-star games. Seventy per cent of the net proceeds
go to the crippled children's hospital, and thirty per cent of
the proceeds go to the Utah coaches' association.
Judging by ths amount of literature received it seems that
states sponsoring all-star gams are the most active and the bept
financed. This in itself would make an interesting study.
Another means of raising money for the coaches' a soeiatlons
is by selling advertising which is used in the publication of
coaches* newsletters, and magazines. Don Burnett, Ballard,
Washington, says in his editorial in the "Washington Coach"
which is put out by the Washington coaches' association, "The
Washington Coach is the ideal medium for firms who sell athletic
equipmnt.^ Their ads reach a very fertilemarket. Their ads also
make the coach possible"• A membership in the state of Washington

e

'Paul Xoung— letter written to author*—May 1950.
^Don Burnett, "Through the Megaohone*, The Washington Coach
Winter Issue, 1949 !»2 .

entitles each coach to the magazine Washington Coach"*

Others

may purchase the magazine at a yearly subscription rate of one
dollar*
The Massachusetts coaches* association has an annual dinner
for which the group makes an extra charge to help finance the
organization*
The state of Texas has listed the tuition it receives from
coaching clinics as partial aid to the finance of their association.
The Kentucky Kdueational Association furnishes the coaching
association of that state with seventy-five dollars to be spent
for clinic speakers.

In Minnesota the state high school league

furnishes the coaches* association members with one free luncheon
and two clinics*

Amendments
The state constitutions studied agree almost entirely as to
the method by which amendments to the constitution shall be
submitted to the secretary in writing*

In most cases it must

be presented to the secretary at least thirty days before a
meeting.

In all the constitutions studied, a two-thirds majority

of all those present was necessary for adoption of amendments*
Two states, Illinois and Nebraska, permit voting by proxy.

CHAPTER IV

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS OP COACHES* ASSOCIATIONS

Even though the coaches' organizations of the various states
in the United States have contributed greatly to the progress of
athletics, coaches can not afford to rest on their laurels.

New

developments are constantly being made in the educational world,
and the coaches* associations must be alert to keep in step with
the steady progress.

Regardless of the fact that the coaches have

improved their status through the types of associations that they
have formed under different schemes of administration, it is
undeniable that great changes are taking place in the athletic
world today.*

The coaches, with their eyes to the fixture, must

be on the alert for improvements which will add impetus to their
influence.

To keep in

sten with

the fast changing world may mean

not only added improvements, but it may even necessitate complete
reorganizat ion.
Wise steps toward improvement can be made when those improve
ments are in tune with the thinking of those individuals with whom
coaches must work.

The ideas of the administrators, who are the

* D, K. Brace, "The Contributions of Physical Education to
Total education", Journal of AAHPER, Vol. 20 (Dec. 1949) ^ 635-637
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employers, must certainly be taken Into consideration*

Intelligent

roves must also be governed b y the public.
First of all, what do those not directly connected with
coaching think of athletics and what Improvements would fit their
thinking?

The thoughts of others may help suggest improvements

that will be beneficial In fitting the coaches1 organizations
into the proper educational scheme*
John Dewey, recognized by many as the father of education,
has the following philosophy on education:
" A progressive society c unts individual variations as precious
since it finds in them the means of its growth. Hence a democratic
society must, in consistency with its ideal, allow for intellectual
freedom and the play of diverse gifts and interests in its educa
tional measures."*
The goals and purposes of athletics now reflect the objectives
of total education.

To a core of physical activity has been added

emphasis on consideration of individual differencesj the develop
ment of such desirable social traits as sportsmanship, loyalty,
group cooperation, and leadership; and stimulation of oupil partic
ipation in purposing, planning, exsuting, and judging*

In common

with essential purposes of total education, attention is given in
athletics to Instruction in health and safety and to the worthy use
of leisure.

In speaking of m o d e m athletics Williams says:

" To him who enters the lists of its activities there should
come as by-products, health, skills, good posture, strength,
endurance, and the many results so frequently sought as direct
ends and so rarely gained*"3

2 John Dewey, Democracy and Education,

P« 357

^

hysical Education, P. 224

F, Williams, The Principles of

Carl A. Troester Jr. has this to say about competitive athletics:
w Three familiar phases of the secondary school program of
physical education are class instruction, intramural sports, and
interscholastie athletics, ‘educators should always remember, how
ever, that the Interscholastie and intramural phases are intended
as. a laboratory opportunity to supplement the instructional pro
gram of physical education for all youth. Experiences in a balanced
physical education program will assist youth to achieve vigor,
strength, and character. In normal times these are the greatest
resource of a nation and are indispensable in times of emergency.
The Educational Policies Commission make the following
statement: no motivation for the development of good health and
»*ugged physical condition could be found that would approximate that
provided b y competitive athletics.
For athletics to be educationally sound, however, they must
be visely guided, financially supported, and wholeheartedly accepted
as a part of the school program. As such it should be completely
financed b y school boards and completely administered b y school
officials."*
John K. Archsr speaking at the Principals' Convention held
at Kansas City, Missouri, in 1950 said:
" V.'e have come along ways in athletlca. Many illustrations
have been given to emphasize our progress in the development
of a sane high school sports program. The abuses and inequities
that once existed have nearly been wiped out. It is true that we
still have need to oombat those who would win at all costs, those
who have a misguided local pride, those who try to second guess
the coach, those who would use our games for their own profit."*
The National Federation of State High School Leagues, the
National Association of Secondary School ^-incipals, and the
American Association of Health, Physical Education, and Recreat-

^ Carl A, Troestsr Jr., " Competitive Athletics," Bulletin of
the National Association of Secondary School rincipals, Bui. 36
(February 1952) PP. 53-56
5 John K, Archer, "Toward Sane Athletic ''rogram," National
Educational Association Journal, Vol. XXIX
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ion in 1949 appointed a joint coranitee on standards for interscholastic athletics.

Six members from each of the throe associat

ions and the executive-secretaries,

aul B« flicker, Carl A.

Troeater, and H, V. Porter made up a national committee of twentyone.

The standards compiled b y the joint committee can be in

cluded in a threefold philosophy for athletics which are a restate
ment of the ten cardinal athletic principles proposed b y this
committee:
1.

Athletics are to be an integral part of the secondary

school program and should receive financial support from tax funds
on the same basis as other recognized parts of the total educational
program.

As a part of the curriculum, high school sports are to

be conducted by secondary school authorities, and all instruction
provided b y competent qualified, and accredited teachers so that
desirable educational aims may be achieved.
2.

Athletics are for the benefit of all youth.

The aim

is maximum oarticioation— a sport for every one and everyone in
a sport— in a well balanced intramural and interscholastic program
with emphasis on safe and healthful standards of competition.
3.

Athletics are to be conducted under rules which provide

for equitable comoetition, sportsmanship, fair play, health, and
safety.

High school sports are for amateurs who are bona fide

undergraduaio high school students.

These youth must be protected

from exploitation and the dangers of professionalism.

Pre-season,

post-season, post schedule, all-star games, or similar types of

promotions are not consistent with the principle*

A full under

standing of the need for observance of local, league, sectional,
state, and national standards in athletics should he developed*
the joint corcnittee agreed also to Increase efforts toward
a better understanding of our standards through periodicals and
publications, through classes in teacher training institutions,
and publications, through classes in teacher training institutions,
and to releases to sports writers and 3.ort sc asters.
Paul E. Landis, associate editor of the Journal of the American
Association of Health,

hyalcal Education and Recreation says:

WA well-rounded program of physical education includes three
phases:
(1) the service or required program which consists of
instruction in physical activities required of all pupils, (2) the
intramural program of physical activities which is conducted
outside of the regular or required physical education period on
an slctive or voluntary basis, and (3) the interscholastle athletic
program which provides an opportunity for the more highly skilled
individuals to compete in competitve sports with other schools*
The effective organisation and administration of a well-rounded
physical education program requires a sympathetic understanding
b y the administrator, supervisor, and teacher ai its nat re and
goals* It is also necessary that there be an aggressive determina
tion by these persons to make every reasonable effort to provide
what is necessary to render such a program more effective*
For many years, interscholastic athletics have been based on
the fundamental principle that they are a part of the comprehensive
school program of physical education. It has been frequently
stated that lnterscholastie athletics are physical education and
as such, the former*s objectives are the same as the latter’s.
Also, since physical, education is a w ay of education, the interd be considered an integral part of the

^ a u l E, Landis, *A Challenge to Physical Education", Journal
of AA.’PFR, Volume 22 (March 1951) P U .

Ulmm

L. Vernier, director of health and physical education,

Baltimore ?ublie Schools, Maryland, makes the following statements:
"An athletic program supported in the 3ams way as all other
phases of the educational program, does not assure the conduct of
athletics on a sound educational basis* Those responsible for the
administration and organization of the program m s t ossesa and
apply a sound educational philosophy of athletics* This applies
particularly to those who are responsible for'programs in schools
which nre more fortunate to hare facilities and material for the
production of winning teams. They must be alert to combat the
outside pressures which would tend to focus attention upon the
successes achieved in competition b y their schools at the exoense
of the students in all schools.
Commercial vs. Non-CoKsnercial
Contrasting the commercialised with the non-coraercializod
■Ian, it is obvious that the former is responsible directly or
indirectly for the following undesirable results* winning at
any cost, misguided local pride, outside pressures to win, long
schedules, preseason and postseason practices, all-star games,
nostseason games, and extensive advertising and publicity. The
abuses and Inequities which have existed under the commercialized
program cannot be eliminated immediately b y providing full
financial support of athletics through tax funds. However, rapid
progress can be made toward their elimination when the public
and school officials recognize high-school athletics as an Im
portant medium of education rather than, a public entertainment
enterprise. ’
John L. Griffith, editor of the Athletic Journal, whose
philosophies on athletics appear to agree in principle to those
proposed b y the Joint Committee on Athletics has the following
to say about competition in athletics:
"The stifling of the spirit of competition is unAmerican and
not in accord with accepted principles of education. Instead of

^Vlmon L. Vernier, "Baltimore Interscholastic Athletics"
Journal of AAiFFR, Vol. 22 (April 1951) ?. 17
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frowning on competition and championships, we are beginning to
stress, more and more, the ways in which the gases shall be con
noted, The interests of the superior athletes should be consid
ered, as well as the interests of those of inferior or 'ediocre
ability. Certain limitations of the schedule and length of the
playing season are necessary in the interests of a balanced educ
ational program.”
There are those who would outlaw competition, who would give
the prices to the losers, who would guarantee an easy ride through
life with all the risks taken by someone else, but these, and their
kind, are not the men and women who built America, Their philoso
phy is not the philosophy of the playing fields of America."9
" Contrary to the Communistic theories, A f r i c a n s do not believe
that we should alter t to hold the speed of the fastest runners to
that of the slowest."10
The philosophies of administrators, and other authorities
in the field of athletics, should act as guide posts in directing
the improvements to be sade in coaches* organisations.

The views

of those presented point to the fact that athletics do have a
recognised place in American education.

It is important, there

fore, that coaches' organisations be so administered that they can
expect the blessings from this influential group.
The officers of the coaches' associations have su gested many
ways in which improvements can be made in the coaches' organisations.
The writer after having given considerate n to the thoughts of

® Paul L. Griffith, " The Cermet itive Spirit and Champion shin,"
The Athletic Journal, Vol. XXV (April 1945) P. 17
9 'aul L. Griffith, H hy Americans Make the est Fighters,"
The Athletic Journal, Vol. XXV (December, 1944) n . 12
Paul L, Griffith, " Umpired Competition,"

?•!« x sr7 oct<*er, 1944)

/
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those not in coaching will now attempt to outline improvements as
suggested bjr the questionnaires.

In relating the suggested im

provements an attempt will be made to discuss them In their popular
sequence according to the returns.

Better "'rograrea
Setter programs get top priority in the suggested improve
ments of coaches' associations.

The way programs are organized

and carried out, measure the success or failure of any organiza
tion*

The returns from the states listed in Table H I

need for better programs.

show a

Thirty-three per cent of the states

feel that the programs of the coaches' associations need to be
improved.

TABLE XII
STATES SUGGEST!’*} MEED PC® BETTER COACHES' ASSOCIATION TROGRAiS

States

States
California
Delaware
Florida
Idaho
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Nebraska

New Hampshire
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
South Dakota
Texas
Vermont
West Virginia
Total states— 16
or cent of states— 33
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Coaches resnonsible for the organising and planning of program#
for professional organizations labor und r a handies-.

The coach

ing profession besidss carrying a full tins teaching load, re
quires many hours of additional labor beyond school hours.

The

additional load exnecied of coaches leaves little time f *r the
promotion of a professional organization.
element so necessary in
of interests.

xrograo

In addition to the time

planning, coaches have a vide range

All interests rust be included in a well balanced

program which in itself involves hardships.

Administrators do

not provide the time and assistance necessary, simply because the
coaches have not sold them on the need for better programs.

V'ith

thirty-three per cent of the states suggesting better programs it
necessitates a movement on the part of Coaches' associations to
get their house in order, and to provide programs that will be an
inspiration to those attendin '.

Better Newsletters
Newsletters ranked second on the lists of 1m roveisents suggested
for the coaches' associations.

States which feel that better news

letters should be provided b y coaches' associations may be seen by
referring to Table XIII.

Over twenty-seven per cant of the states

seen the need for newsletter imororverasnt.
The most

ractlcal way to c >n+act members other than by meet

ings is through newsletters.

Coaches cannot ms»it often enough to

care for all detail natters and as a result the mall becomes a

TABLE I I S
STATES STOQESTPfG MEhD FOR BETTER COACHES* ASSOCIATION NE3LE7TERS

States

States
Arizona
California
Colorado
Idaho
Kansas
Kentucky
7 puiclans

Nebraska
New Mexico
Oklahoma
South Carolina
Veront
West Virginia

Total state8— 13
per cent of states— -2?

practical ianthod.

There is constant need of alerting the member

ship about details of U<eir or -aniaat'on, plus the imparting of
knowledge incidental toward the iaprovoaent of the coaches* work*
Many of the coaches’ problems are local in nature and a newsletter
serves as a practical method of calling it to their attention.
Loyal ity is a very important factor in the life of any organisation
and the newsletter serves as a constant reminder of the signifi
cance and importance of the enterprise*
Just as time is a handicap in the pro otion of a better
program, it is also a factor in the production of a worthwhile
newsletter,

loaches’ associations n e d salaried secretaries who

are responsible for a good newsletter.

In addition to salaried

secretaries, the coaches sust assures the responsibility of contri-

buting local articles of interest.

patter Finances
A number of states feel the need for better financing of
their coaches' organisations.

This is not surprising as any

organisation Is largely governed by the money it has.

See Table

XIV for the states which suggest bettor financing.

TABLE XI?
STATES S0GGE3TLJG BETTES FINANCES FOR STATS COACHES* ASSOCIATIONS

States
Florida
Idaho
Kentucky
Louisiana
Nebraska

States
New Hampshire
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Oregon

Total states— 9

Considerable space has been given in chapter three to the
discussion of methods used for financing coaching associations
which becomes a very complex problem.

Hot only is it the problem

of raising money* but it is the problem of using an ethical
method as recognized by educators.

The early part of this chapter

argues the need for using tax funds for the promotion of interscholastic athletics and it strongly critizes the all-star game

method.

It is possible that if the coaches' associations are to

follow educationally sound methods in athletics that they will
have to look for stronger administrative support*

More Meetings
More meetings are suggested as an improvement b y eight states.
See Table XV for the states making this suggestion.

Over sixteen

percent suggest this method of improvement.

TABLE XV
STATES SUGGESTING MORE MEETINGS FOR STATE COACHES' ASSOCIATIONS

Arizona
Idaho
Kansas
Louisiana

Nebraska
New Mexico
Vermont
Washington

Jv

Total states— 6

Unfortunately, the number of meetings has to be determined
by the conditions found in each state.

The character of the

association, the geographical features of the state, and the
time element involved are all decisions that must be based on

the local situation.

Meetings are necessary for accomplishments,

but the number of meetings does not necessarily determine the
effectiveness of an organization.

One well planned meeting can

be more influencial than several poorly planned meetings.

In

this day and age with all its "hustle and bustle" perhaps more
stress should be placed on better meetings rather than more meetings.

More Clinics
Eight states suggest the need for more clinics, and they may
be seen in Table XVI.
this method.

Better than sixteen per cent suggested

The data reveals a definite need for more clinics,

as clinics are perhaps the best method used at the present time
in the motivation of better coaching.

TABLE XVI
'•
I
STATES SUGGESTING MORE CLINICS FOR STATE COACHESf ASSOCIATIONS

States
California
Golorado
Delaware
Louisiana

States
Nebraska
North Carolina
Oregon
Vermont

Total states— 8
Per cent of states— 16
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Serious consideration should he given to the matter of promoting
local coaches* clinics, or better yet, What la coEcxmly called local
workshops.

A state wide coaches' clinic with big name coaches

is often prohibitive, but a local coaches' clinic is within reach
of everyone.

While this type of clinic ie not a substitute for

the major clinics, it is surprising how much knowledge can be
imparted.

If successful local coaches can be induced to partic

ipate on a local program there is such to be gained.

If they are

requested local colleges are often willing to promote clinics.

Better local Organisations
Six states feel that the coaches' associations could be irrrovsd
if better local organisations were instituted.

See Table XVII,

TABLE m i
STATES WHICH SUGGESTED BETTER LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS

States

States

Colorado
Georgia
Kansas

Louisiana
Kirovssota
Ohio
Total states— 6
'er cent of states— 12|

The local organ!Ration is the backbone of the state organisation.

It slmollflee state activity because it eliminates time spent
on problems of a local nature and it promotes unity because time
can be spent on the more important problems, thus adding dignity.
Simplicity, unity, and dignity characterize active coaches'
associations.
The suggestions for improvements tabulated and discussed are
made b y twenty-six of the forty-eight states.

Since there are

eleven states that have no known state wide coaches' association
this survey becomes even more conclusive.

The suggestions for

improvements include all states except eleven.
Attention has been given to all the improvements suggested
b y the state* with the possible exception of one final personal
question.

The officials contacted were asked if they thought

the North Dakota Coaches* Association had taken the proper step
when they united with the North Dakota Health,
and Recreation Association.

hysical Education

The final quest! n asked has such

a completely different nature that it can be best understood by
introducing the experiences of the coaches of North Dakota in
their organizing efforts.

The present developments in this area

may suggest improvements that will be beneficial in other states.

North Dakota Coaches* Association
The writer was an officer of the North Dakota Coaches'
Association tra m 1947 to 1951# and he is now president of the

.1

North Dakota Health, Physical Education and Recreation A ssociation
which includes the North Dakota Coaches* Association.

Suffice to

say that the experiences encountered as an officer stimulated and
raotlvated this paper*

In addition to these experiences, minutes,

and newsletters of both the North Dakota Coaches* Association,
and the North Dakota Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Association are used as sources of information.
The coaches’ association of the stats of North Dakota as we
know It today is an outgrowth of what was formerly known as the
North Dakota Coaches' and Physical Education Association*

Records

show that the first attempt to organise the coaches o f this state
began in 1923*

Sinew many of the coaches were also physical ed

ucation teachors the first attempt at organisation was to combine
these two groups*

During the period tra m 1929 until 1947 coaches

and physical education teachers tried unsuccessfully to work to
gether.

The history shows that while they were combined during

some of the years, they were separated in others*
separated completely in 1947*

The two groups

The nhyaical education teachers

joined the North Dakota Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Association, and the coaches maintained an Independent coaches'
organization of their own called the North Dakota Coaches* Asso
ciation*
In 1947 the neabershin of the North Dakota Coaches* Association
consisted of only eighteen coaches with nearly all of then coaches

In the larger high schools in the state.

Continued membership

drives finally resulted in a manflsership of one hundred forty-live,
with representation fron all classes of high schools.
Although the organisation grew in numbers, and the coaches
can point with prlds to a few accomplishments, many were of the
oninlon, that the organisation did not accomplish its purpose.
The greatest handicap was the fact that the administrators in
Morth Dakota were reluctant to accept this independent organiz
ation into their confidence.

The resulting attitude of adminis

trators naturally forced the organisation to acquire the character
istic of a pressure group.

To most coaches pressure appeared to

be a rather undesirable method of obtaining results.
Sines neither the North Dakota Coaches’ Association nor the
North Dakota Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Association
measured up to the anticipated standards, agitation continued for
another attempt to combine the physical education teachers and the
coaches.

The officers of both the North Dakota Coaches* Association

mid the North Dakota Health, '’hysical Education and Recreation
Association met at a joint session hold at the University of
North Dakota in August of 1949.

Each group appeared eager to

pool its forces for the good of education, but it was haunted b y
the unsuccessful attempts of the past.

Needless to say, the

mistakes of the past would have to be corrected and certain con
cessions would have to be made.

Both groups agreed that one of
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the most serious mistakes of the past had been the method of
allotting an equitable amount of time to a program that would
interest each group.

In the past the balance of tii'se on the

programs favored the officers in charge rather than those in
attendance.
The meeting resulted in the proposal that the coaches' associ
ation continue its operation and retain its identity, but affiliate
with the North Dakota Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Association because of the following reasons*
1. Both groups have the same interests.
2. Total membership would increase.
3. Both groups would have an official standing in the national
and state educational association.
4. Better programs and workshops could be provided at the
conventions.
5. Both groups would become better acquainted with each other
and see their common needs.
6. Dues would be unified.
7. One budget could be established.
8. Better newsletters could be published.
A regular annual North Dakota Coaches' Association was hold
at Valley City, North Dakota, during November, 1950, and it was
at this time that the coaches accepted the invitation to affiliate
with the North Dakota Health, Physical Education and Recreation
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Association.

As a result of the merger, the president of the

coaches* association appointed two mashers of his gr>u' to serve
an the executive board of the North Dakota Health,
ducat ion and Recreation Association.

hysical

Ve now have in the state

of North Dakota what is known as the North Dakota Health,

hysical

Education, Recreation, and Coaches* Association.
The combination has not been in existence long enough to draw
conclusions as to its effectiveness, but it does seem to have
possibilities.

In order to understand better the structure of

the North Dakota Health,

hysical Education, Recreation, and

Coaches' Association a diagram has basn drawn in Tabls XVIII,
page 65, to illustrate the attempt at streamlining the coaches'
I
organisation in North Dakota.
A poll was taken to see what the reaction of those answering
the questionnaire would be relative to the affiliated type of
coaches* association, such as there exists in North Dakota.
One of the questions in ths questionnaire (See Appendix B) asked
the coaches if they believed it was wise for the North Dakota
Coaches' Association to merge with ths North Dakota Health,
■hysical Education and Recreation Association.
states answered ths question asked.

Twenty-eight

Ths results are tabulated

in Tabls X U , page 66.
Seventeen of the twenty-eight answered b y saying "yes", and
eleven answered b y saying "no” «

In other words, sixty pear cent

TABLE XVIH
the

v a iia n m

diagram repeals the setup

m i

being used b y the wdrth

DAKOTA COACHES

national

American Association

of

ducat Ion Association

health,

hysical Education and .lecreation

vk
Central District

\/
Hearth Dakota Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and C a c h e s * Association

Southeast
Section

Locals

Northeast
section

locals
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tabu

: xix

QUESTKJfc-CO TOO BELIEVE IT "AS WISE FOR THE NORTH DAKOTA COACHES*
TO AFFILIATE WITH THE NDHPER?

State
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho

rmrxv<«
Kansas
Kentucky
loulslana
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Montana
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Mexico
New York
Mortis Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Washington
West Virginia

.. Yea

NO
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

No— 11
Total states— 2$ Yee— 17
Per cent of states— 58 1/3 Yea— 60
No— AO

were in favor of the steps taken b y the North Dakota coaches, and
forty per cent were against them*

The sun and substance of those

who qualified their answer* reveal* the still divided opinion as
to the interests of the physical educators as compared to the
coaches*

Those who answered yes feel that the interests of the

physical education teachers are the sama as the coaches*

Those

who answered no feel that the interests of the two groups are
not the sans.

Until such tiros that the coaches can agree in their

philosophies of athletics, organisation will bo difficult*
As a conclusion to this discussion of the improve: ent s
suggested fear coaches’ associations and their relationship in
the total scheme of education in this country, the results may
be Justified in using the past and present as a basis for vision
into the future*

It would seen certain that the future will see

a closer Identity of purposes between all phases and areas of
education*

Increased recognition of the unity of roan as a function

ing social organise and of the importance of proper athletics in
mental and physical health and in the educative process in certain
to place greater ecxohasis on sound athletics*

There will result,

on the one hand, better interest in the understanding of athletics
b y all educators; and on the cither hand, better appreciation b y
those in athletics of the relationship of their work to total
education*
This improved unity of pureose and understanding should result
in better administrative and facility provisions for athletics ami
in a more critical evaluation of educational goals and outcomes b y

educational authorities and lay public.

The fulfillment of lta

part in the education of the nation's youth and the advancement
of the nation toward the good life is the challenge of the
future coaches* association.

CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RBCOK'EfJDATIONS

Records reveal that the United States has been outstanding
In its contributions in the field of athletics. Success in any
field is attributed to many factors and athletics Is no exception.
Coaches' associations liars been an important factor In the develops
rant, progress, and acccmlishraents in athletics, ^his factor
must not be overlooked. This study does not point out the
accomplishments of the coaches’ associations, but it does reveal
facts about the associati ons as they exist, and the problems
with which they are confronted. To bask in the light of the
accacnlisVmsmta of the pest would be folly. To seek even greater
accomplishments in the future is the guiding light we should
follow In streamlining the coaches* organisations to meet the
needs of a changing world.
The tremendous number of state coaches' associations in the
United States does prove the need for coaches* associati na,
but the variety of ways in which they are organised does not
prove that the Ideal type of organisation has been found as yet.
With this fact in mind an attempt has been made to show the
possibilities of improving future coaches' organisations.

If the ideal type of coaches' organization is to be found
a way must be found to decide in which of two directions athletic
trends are headed.

Many are of the opinion that the success of

an athletic program is measured b y the results of the win and
lost column.

They would have one believe that the athletic

program belongs to the public, and they are reluctant to give
the program to the individual.

On the other hand many are of the

opinion that the athletic program is only a part of a good physical
education program, and that it belongs to the school, and that the
success of the program is measured by the contribution it makes to
the participant.

Since it is impossible to know the direction of

the trend it would be wise to point out facts about the different
types of organizations.

From these facts one can determine which

kind of organization will be the best course to pursue.
The questionnaire method was used in this survey to gather
all information about the functions and organizations of the
state coaches' association?; in the United States.

At least some

information is available from all forty-eight states as a result
of the contacts.
The following number of coaches' associations exist in the
United States at the present time:
1. Eleven states have no known state coaches' association.
2. Thirty-four states have independent coaches' associations.
3. Three states have coaches' associations which are affiliated

with their state Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Associations,
After classifying the states In the three categories just
jaentioned the coaches' associations were divided into two specific
tyres as follows:
1* Parallel tyr*— -All coaches within a given state are zaenbers
of the one state wide coaches' association regardless of the
s ort coached,
2, Vertical tyre— Coaches of various kinds of athletics each
font a separate state wide coaches* association.
Thirty-four of the thirty-seven states having state coaches'
associations have the parallel type of organisation,
A study of the a i m and objectives of the state coaches*
associations shows the following:
1, Dignify tbs coaching profession,
2, Better understanding of the coaches* problem,
3, Improve athletic activity,
4* Improve relationship between schools,
5, Maintain active ms&erahlps,
6, Provide social contacts.
7, Discussion of rules and regulations,
£«

lace athletics in its proper relationship to education.

9,

Better sportsmanship.

Major activities now carried on by the state coaches*
associations are:
1* Twenty-six states sponsor football clinics*
2* Twenty-five states sponsor basketball clinics*
3* Nineteen states sponsor baseball clinics*

U»

Nineteen states sponsor track clinics*

5* Fifteen states soonsor officials* clinics*
6* Three states have wrestling clinics*
7* Massachusetts has a hockey clinic*
8.

South Carolina has a girls* basketball clinic*

9* Nine states publish a newsletter*
10* Sixteen states have football all-star games*
11*

m

states have basketball all-star games*

12* Oklahoma has an all-star baseball g a m ,
13* Most states have social gatherings of one type or another*
A nehber of conclusions may be wade from the study of the
state constitutions*

These conslusions are:

1* Except for details most state constitutions are similar*
2* Most state organisations are divided into active local units.
3* In most states there are three types of membership—
active, associate, and honorary*

U»

In most states application forms of membership are required*

5* In all states a fee is charged for membership.
6* Officers generally are elected for a one year terra*

7* Most states require a written ballot for elections.
8, Moninating cormittees recommend slates of officers.
9. Governing boards are responsible for the activities.
10* Moot of the work is done by casriittoes.
11. The nunfcer of meetings held annually varies with states.
12. Robert’s rules of order are the basis for meeting routine.
13. Membership fees are not uniform and vary fror twenty-five
cents to five dollars.
14. AmenAnents can be added b y two-thirds majority.
15. A few states allow votes by prosy.
The states trapesed & number of suggestions for improvements
for the state coaches* associations.

The suggestions follow in

the order of their popular sequence i
1* Sixteen states showed the needs for better programs*
2. Thirteen states suggested tbs need for newsletters.
3. Nine states U s e d the need for better finances.
4. 3t<£it states suggested more meetings.
5* Sight states believed store clinics were needed.
6. Six states suggested better local organizations.
The state of North Dakota has an affiliated type of coaches*
association.

Twenty-eiyht states or sixty per cent of those

answering favored the Worth Dakota coaches organization setup,
while forty per cent of those answering were aqainst the setup.
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Recommendations

Trends in the past hare placed athletics too often in the hands
of the public, but it is hoped with aid of good coaches’ associations
that this trend can be altered to include control of athletics by
the schools.
If the trend in the future is to consider the athletic program
a part of a good physical education program, there are definite
advantages in affiliating with educational organisations as the
objectives would be the same.

Since it is the hope of most educa

tors that the future trend in athletics will be in the direction of
the school instead of the direction of the public, the affiliated
type of coaches' organisation will be offered as the solution.
There is in the United States today what is known as the
American Association of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation,
which is a part of the National Education Association, and each
state has within itself a Health, Physical Education and Recreation
organization.

This particular organization includes within its

structure an athletic section to whieh all high school athletic
coaches can belong.

Thus the state coaches' associations could

affiliate with the state association of Health, Physical Education

\
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and Recreation, retain their identity as associations, accomplish
their purposes, and at the s a e tine win the confidence and
respect, services and protection of a great national association*
'lth this solution in Bind the fiebraska Coaches1 Creed could
well be fulfilled*
i

Nebraska Coaches* Crsed
I BELXKVE interschool sports have an important place in the
general educational ocher® and pledge Byeel f to cooperate with
others in the field of education to so administer them that their
value shall never be questioned,
I BELIEVE the other coaches of interschool sports are earnest
in their desire to keep the Interschool

program

high on the plane

of eltimraahip training and I shall do all that I can t o further
their efforts*
I BELIEVE a y own actions should be so regulated as to reflect
credit to this profession.
I BELIEVE In the eaosreise o f all the patience, tolerance,
diplomacy at ray M H f t

and

in my relations with all pickers, co-

workers, gams officials, and spectators*
I BELIEVE ppopsr administration o f all sports offers effective
laboratory raethoda for developtaant of high ideals of s ortsmanahipj
qualities of cooperation, courage, unselfishness and selfeontrol;
desires for clean, healthful living; and respect

for wise

discipline

and authority*
s I BELISVE these adfer&rable characteristics, proparly instill ad
by

m

through teaching and demonstration, will have a long carry

over and will aid each, on© connected with the sport to become a
better citizen#
I S E L T W E in and will su rert ell reasonable moves to improve
athletic conditions, to provide for adequate equipment, mid to
promote the welfare of an Increased number o f participants*

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX A

PRELIMINARY LETTER

236

3 Avenue N. W.

Valley City, North Dakota
April 10, 1950
State Department of Education
Capital Building

Dear Sirs:
I am anxious to get information relative to State Coaches’
Associations, and not knowing who to contact in your state I am
writing you for some information.

I would be very happy if you

would answer the following questions for me, or tell me where I
could get the information.
1.

Do you have a State Coaches' Association in your state?
Yes__________ No__________

2.

If you have one is it independent or is it affiliated with
another organization? ________________________ _

3.

If it is affiliated with another organization could you
tell me which organization it is affiliated with?

4.

Wou^d you kindly give me the names and addresses of your
State Coaches' Association officals?

Sincerely

yours,

Alfred Larvlck
Secretary-Treasurer
North Dakota Coaches' Association
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B

QUESTIONS* IRE
Most of iho following questions can b« completed b y merely using
a check mark after the proper answer,

A few questions will re

quire a more detailed answer,
1,

Do you have a State Coaches* Association or State Coaches'
Organization In your state? Yes
No

2,

If you have a State Coaches* Association in your state, is
it an independent organization? Yes
No

3,

If you have no state wide Coaches* Association arc your
coaches organised locally? Yes
No

4<

If your coaches art organised locally, how are they
organized? League
Region
District
Other

If your Stats Coaches' Association is independent answer the
following*
1,

Are all of your coaches included in one State Coaches'
Association? Yes
No
If the answer Is ijo,
do you have separate State Coaches' Associations fear
different coaches of different snorts
Yes
No
How gamy?
Mhat kinds? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2,

Is your State Coaches* Association divided into different
local units such as sections car districts? Yes
_ No
If answer is yes, how many local divisions do you have?
Number_________
Are t h e divisions or sections of your
State Association based cm the same divisions as your
state is districted for athletics? Tea_____ No_______

3,

How often does your State Coaches* Association meet each
year? _______ If your State Coaches' Association meets
in conjunction with another state organisation meeting,
what organisation is it? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

4*

What ars the annual dues of your State ^oaches* Association?
Amount of dues____________ Local dues, if any?
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5.

Does your State Coaches* ssociation have neans other than
dues to heln finance the organisation? Yea
No
If the answer is yes, what means is used?

6.

hat activities does your State Coaches* association sponsor?
Official Clinics______ Football Clinics
Basketball
Clinics
Paseball Clinlea
Track Clinica
All-star aamss
M Others

7.

Do you feel that your State coaehes* Association has been
of practical value to the coaches of your state? Yes
No
If answer Is yes, why do you think so?
Clinics halted
Koro uniform rules
Better officials_____
Newsletters
Better tournaments
Better social activity
Others
_ _ _ _ _ _ ________ _________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
If answer in no, why don’t you think so?
Too few meetings
Mb newsletters
Ho planned program
lacks finances
Cotaaands little respect by administrators

Others
8.

In what ways do you feel that your State ^caches* Association
could be improved?
More meetings
Better local organisations
Hove clinics
Better programs
Better newsletters
Batter finances

%

Do most of your coaches along to the State Association of
Health, Physical education, and Recreation besides belonging
to your State Coaches’ Association? Yes
No

1%

In North Dakota most of the members of our State Coaches*
Association feel that they can better aeconolish their
pur oses by affiliating with the State Association of
Health, Physical ducation, and Recreation. Do you
think they are wise? Tee
No
If answer is no.
w h y not?
■
__________________

If you have a State Coaches* Association in your state, but it is
affiliated with another organisation answer the following:
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1*

With what organisation la your State Coaches1 Organisation
affiliated?_____________________________________________
Describe briefly the organization with which y ur State
Coaches* Organisation is associated? Who are ite members?

hat is tKe purpose of the organisation?
Do the coaches of the state have representation on its
board?
Do the coaches of the state haw# much influence
with its policies? Yea
Mo
If answer is no, why?

2.

Does the coaches* association of your state kee its identity
as a separate coaches organisation even though it is
affiliated with another organisation? Yes
Mo

3*

How often does your State Coaches* tssociatLon meet each
year? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____________

4*

1‘ven though your State Coaches* Association is affiliated
with another organization docs It still have caramon dues
with the affiliated organisation? T e s
No
Hew much are the dues? ______ Local dues T f any? ________

5*

Does your state Coaches* '-ssociat ion have m a n s other than
dues to help finance the organisation? Yes_____ No
If answer is yes, what means is used? __________________

6*

Do most of your coaches belong to the State Association of
Health, Physical dnention, and Recreation besides belong
ing to year State Coaches* Association? Yes
o

7*

What activities does your State Coaches*
Officials Clinics
Football
Basketball Clinics
Baseball
Track Clinics
All-Ctar
Others
___________________________

Association sponsor?
Clinics
Clinics
dames_____

APPENDIX C

LETTER OP TRANSMITTAL

236, 3 Avenue N. W,
Valley City, North Dakota
June 1, 1950

Dear H r .

:

I have been secretary-treasurer of the North Dakota Coaches’
Association for the past three years, and while I feel that the
coaches' association of our state has accomplished a few worth
while things for the coaches, I am not satisfied with Its
effectiveness. In order to find out what other states are
doing may I solicit your help in filling in the enclosed
questionnaire?
The athletic coaches of the various states are entitled
to strong coaches’ organisations, and perhaps a few minutes of
your time plus a few suggestions will make it possible to gather
data and statistics that will be helpful in forming better
coaches' associations. If you have an extra copy of the con
stitution of your state coaches’ organisation available, I
would appreciate receiving one with the completed questionnaire.
If you would like a summary of ny findings, check the appropriate
place an the questionnaire.
Thanking you, in advance for the time given in helping me
compile the information, I remain
Sincerely yours,

Alfred Larvick
Sec. Trees. N. Dak. Coaches' Assn.
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